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1  Introduction 
The introduction of mathematical literature of ternary algebraic system dated back to 1924.The 
notion of ternary algebraic system was first introduced by H.Pr u fer [5] by the name ‘schar’. After that 
W.D o rnte[2] further studied this type of algebraic system. In 1932, D.H. Lehmer[6] investigated certain 
ternary algebraic systems called triplexes which turn out to be a commutative ternary groups. Ternary 
groups are the special case of polyadic groups(in other terminologies which are known as n-groups) 
introduced by E. L. Post [4]. In 1971, W. G. Lister [7] introduced the notion of ternary ring and study 
some important properties of it. According to Lister [7], a ternary ring is an algebraic system consisting 
of a nonempty set R  together with a binary operation, called addition and a ternary multiplication, 
which forms a commutative group relative to addition, a ternary semigroup relative to multiplication 
and left, right, lateral distributive laws hold. 
The notion of subdirect sum of a family of rings has been introduced by N.H. McCoy [3]. He also 
introduced and characterized representation of a ternary ring as a subdirect sum of a family of rings. 
Following Brikhoff [1], he introduced the notion of subdirectly irreducible ring and characterize it. In 
this paper we introduce the notions of subdirect sum of a family of ternary rings and a representation of 
a ternary ring as a subdirect sum of family of ternary rings. We obtain that “A ternary ring R  has a 
representation as a subdirect sum of a family of ternary rings }:{ IiRi   if and only if for each Ii , 
there exists homomorphism ii RR  
onto
:  such that if Rr  0)( , then 0)( ri , for all least one 
i ". and “A ternary ring R  has a representation as a subdirect sum of a family of ternary rings 
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}:{ IiRi   if and only if for each Ii , there exists in R  a two sided ideal iK  such that iKR/  is 
isomorphic to iR  and moreover {0}"=iK . We also introduce subdirectly irreducible ternary rings. 
We prove that “Every ternary ring R  is isomorphic to subdirect sum of subdirectly irreducible 
ternary rings which are homomorphic images of R ". Lastly we characterize subdirectly irreducible 
Boolean ternary rings. 
Some earlier work of the authors on ternary ring and multiplicative ternary hyperring may be 
found in [8] and [9]. 
2  Preliminaries 
Definition 2.1 A nonempty set R  together with a binary operation, called addition and a ternary 
multiplication denoted by juxtaposition, is said to be a ternary ring if R  is an additive commutative 
group satisfying the following properties: 
)(i  (abc)de = a(bcd)e = ab(cde), 
)(ii  (a+b)cd = acd + bcd, 
)(iii  a(b+c)d = abd + acd, 
)(iv  ab(c+d) = abc + abd for all Redcba ,,,, .  
Definition 2.2 A nonempty subset S  of a ternary ring R is called a ternary subring of R  if ),( S  is a 
subgroup of ),( R  and if Ssss 321  for all Ssss 321 ,, .  
Definition 2.3 A ternary ring R  admits an identity provided that there exist elements 








1=1=1=   for all Rx . In this case 
the ternary ring R  is said to be a ternary ring with identity }1,2,....,:),{( nife ii  . In particular, if there 
exists an element Re  such that xxeeexeeex ===  for all Rx  then e  is called a unital element 
of the ternary ring R .  
It is obvious that exyeyeexyeexexye =)(=)(=  and xeyyeexeeeyexxye =)(=)(=  for all 
Ryx , . Hence the following result follows. 
Proposition 2.4 If e  is a unital element of a ternary ring R  then xyexeyexy == , for all Ryx , .  
We now define left(right, lateral) ideal of a ternary ring.  
Definition 2.5 An additive subgroup I  of a ternary ring R  is called a left(right, lateral) ideal of R  if 
irr 21  (respectively Iirrrir ), 2121  for all Rrr 21,  and Ii . If I  is a left, a right and a lateral ideal of 
R  then I  is called an ideal of R .  
Definition 2.6 Let R  and 'R  be two ternary rings and f  be a mapping which maps R  into 'R . 
Then the mapping 'RRf :  is called a homomorphism of R  into 'R  if the following conditions hold:  
 )()(=)( bfafbaf  . 
 )()()(=)( cfbfafabcf .  
for all Rcba ,, .  
Definition 2.7 A ternary ring R  is called commutative if (3)(2)(1)321 =  xxxxxx , where   is a 
permutation of {1,2,3} for all Rxxx 321 ,, .  
Definition 2.8 A non-trivial ternary ring R  with a unital element e  is said to be a division ternary ring 
if for every element Ra  0)(  there exists an element Rb  such that xabx=  and xxba =  for all 
Rx .  
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Definition 2.9 Let R  be a commutative ternary ring with a unital element e . Then R  is called a 
ternary field if for every element Ra  0)(  there exists an element Rb  such that xabx=  for all 
Rx .  
Proposition 2.10 A ternary field does not contain divisors of zero.  
Definition 2.11 An element x  of a ternary ring R  is called idempotent if xx =3 .  
Definition 2.12 A ternary ring R  is called a simple ternary ring if (0)3 R  and if it contains no 
nonzero proper ideal i.e {0}  and R  are only ideals of R .  
Theorem 2.13 A commutative ternary ring R  with a unital element e  is a ternary field if and only if 
(0) and R  are the only ideals of R .  
Proof. Let R  be a ternary field. Let 0)(e  be a unital element of R . Let 0)(I  be any ideal of R  
and Ia  0)( . Since R  is a ternary field, there exists an element Rb  such that xabx=  for all 
Rx . Now IabxxIa  =  for all Rx . So RI = . Hence R  contains only two ideals (0) and 
R . Conversely let the condition hold. Let 0)(a  be an element of R . Consider the ideal )(a  of R . 










1=1=   where 
esrb ii
n
i 1== . Thus there exists an element Rb  such that xabx=  Rx . So R  is a ternary field.  
Corollary 2.14  Let },{0,=3 ffT   Then 3T  is a ternary field in which `  and ternary 
multiplication is defined by 
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   and the product three elements with at least one zero is zero and f  and f  are unitals 
elements of 3T .  
Definition 2.15 Let R  be a ternary ring and I  be an ideal of R . Define the sets }:{= IxxaIa   
for each Ra  and }:{=/ RaIaIR  . Then IR/  forms a ternary ring with addition and 
multiplication defined by  
 IbaIbIa  )(=)()(  and  
IabcIcIbIa  =))()((   
for all Rcba ,, . This ternary ring IR/  is called the quotient ternary ring of R  by I .  
Definition 2.16 Let R  be a ternary ring such that {0}R . A proper ideal I  of R  is called maximal 
if I  is not contained in any other proper ideal of R . i.e for any ideal J  of R , RJI   implies that 
either JI =  or RJ = .  
Theorem 2.17 Let R  be a commutative ternary ring with a unital element e . Then an ideal M  of R  
is maximal if and only if MR/  is a ternary field.  
Proof. Let R  be a ternary ring with a unital element e . Let M  be a maximal ideal of R . Since R  
is commutative with unital element e , MR/  is also commutative with unital element Me . Let 
MRMa /  be such that MMa  0 . Then Ma . Hence the ideal aRRM   properly contains 
M . Since M  is a maximal ideal, we have RaRRM = . This implies that there exists Mm  and 




1= . Then ))()((= 1= MsMrMaMe ii
n
i
  . Now
=1
= ( )( )( ) = ( ( )( )( ))( )( ) = ( )
n
i ii
x M e M e M x M a M r M s M e M x M a M         
=1
( ( )( )( ))( )
n
i ii
r M s M e M x M    . Thus there exists an elements MRMb /  such that 





  . So MR/  is ternary 
field. Conversely, suppose that MR/  is a ternary field. Since MR/  is a ternary field, MR  . Let I  
be an ideal of R  such that RIM  . Then there exists Ia  such that Ma . Then 
MMa  0 . Since MR/  is a ternary field, there exists an elements MRMb /  and such that 
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MxMxMbMa  =))()((  for all MRMx / . So in particular MeMeMbMa  =))()((  
which implies Mabee  . This implies Ie . Hence RI = . Therefore M  is maximal.   
3  Subdirect Sum of Ternary Rings and Subdirectly Irreducible Ternary Rings 
Definition 3.1 Let }:{ IiRi   be a family of ternary rings indexed by the set I . Let iRIfR :{=  
such that },)( IiRif i  . We define addition and multiplication on R  by  
 )()(=))(( igifigf   and  
                           )()()(=))(( ihigififgh .  
 for all Ii . Then R  forms a ternary ring. This ternary ring R  is called the complete 
direct sum of the family of ternary rings }:{ IiRi  . Let i
' RIfR :{=  such that 0=)(if  for all 
most all }i . Then 'R  is a ternary subring of R . This subring is called the discrete direct sum of the 
family of ternary rings }:{ IiRi  .  
Remark 3.2 For a finite set of ternary rings the notions of complete direct sum and that of discrete direct 
sum coincide.  
Definition 3.3 Let }:{ IiRi   be a family of ternary rings indexed by the set I  and R  be their direct 
sum. For each Ii , we define a mapping i  from R  into iR  by )(=)( iffi . This mapping i  is 
called projection on R .  
Proposition 3.4 For each Ii , ii RR:  is an epimorphism of ternary rings.  
Proof. Let Rgf , . Now )()(=)()(=))((=)( gfigifigfgf iii   and ( ) = ( )( )i fgh fgh i  
= ( ) ( ) ( ) = ( ) ( ) ( )i i if i g i h i f g h   . Thus i  is a ternary ring morphism. Let iRt . We now define a 










=)(   
Then, tfi =)( . So i  is surjective. Thus i  is a ternary ring epimorphism.  
Definition 3.5 Let }:{ IiRi   be a family of ternary rings and R  be their complete direct sum. A 
ternary subring 'R  of R  is called a subdirect sum of }:{ IiRi   if i
'
i RR =)( , Ii , where 
ii RR:  is the projection map.  
Remark 3.6 For a given family of ternary rings }:{ IiRi  , there may be many subdirect sums for the 
family of ternary rings }:{ IiRi  . 
For example, the complete direct sum and the discrete direct sum are subdirect sum of ternary rings 
}:{ IiRi  .  
Definition 3.7 If a ternary ring R  isomorphic to a subdirect sum T  of a family of ternary rings 
}:{ IiRi  , then T  is called a representation of R  as a subdirect sum of the family of ternary rings 
}:{ IiRi  . 
In this case if   is the isomorphism of R  onto T  and i  is the projection map then 
 ii =  is a homomorphism from R  onto iR . This homomorphism i  is called the natural 
homomorphism of R  onto iR .  
Theorem 3.8 A ternary ring R  has a representation as a subdirect sum of a family of ternary rings 
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}:{ IiRi   if and only if for each Ii , there exists homomorphism ii RR  
onto
:  such that if 
Rr  0)( , then 0)( ri , for at least one i.  
Proof. Suppose that R  has a representation T  as a subdirect sum of the family of ternary rings 
}:{ IiRi  . Then there exists an isomorphism   from R  onto T . Let i  be the projection map. 
Let  ii = . Then i  is a homomorphism from R  onto iR  for each Ii . Let Rr  0)( . Then 
0)( r [as   is an isomorphism]. Since Tr )( ,there exists at least one Ii  such that 
0))(( ir . i.e 0))(( ri   i.e 0))(( ri    i.e 0)( ri  for at least one i. Conversely assume the 
condition stated in the theorem. For each Rr , we define a mapping iIir RIf :  by )(=)( rif ir 
. Then Sfr  , the complete direct sum of }:{ IiRi  . Let }:{= RrfT r  . Let Tff rr 21
, , where 
Rrr 21, . Now )(=)()(=)()(=))(( 21212121
rrrrifififf iiirrrr   [as i  is a homomorphism] 
)(=
21
if rr   for all Ii . Thus Tfff rrrr  
2121
= .  
Let Rrrr 321 ,, . )(=)()()(=)()()(=))(( 321321321321
rrrrrrififififff iiiirrrrrr  [as   is a 
homomorphism] )(=
321
if rrr , Ii . Therefore Tffff rrrrrr 
321321
= . Again 
)(=)(=)(=))(( 11
11
rrifif iirr   [as   is a homomorphism] )(=
1
if r , Ii . Therefore 
Tff rr  
11
= . Thus T  is a ternary subring of S . Let Tfr  . Now iirri Rriff )(=)(=)(   for 
Tfr  . So, ii RT )( . Let ii Rr  . Since i  is onto, there exists Rr  such that ii rr =)( . i.e 
ir rif =)(  i.e iri rf =)( . Thus )()(= Tfr irii   . So )(TR ii  . Therefore )(= TR ii  . Thus T  is 
the subdirect sum of the family of ternary subrings }:{ IiRi  . We now define a mapping TR:  
by rfr =)( . Let Rrrr 321 ,, . Then )()(===)( 21212121
rrfffrr rrrr     and 
)()()(===)( 321
321321
321 rrrffffrrr rrrrrr  . Therefore   is a ternary ring morphism. Let r  Ker 
 . Therefore 0=)))(((0=)( irr   , Ii  0=)(ifr  0=)(ri , 0=rIi  (by the given 
condition). Therefore   is injective. Obviously   is surjective. Hence   is an isomorphism. Thus 
R  has a representation T  as a subdirect sum of the family of ternary rings }:{ IiRi  .  
Remark 3.9 Since )(=)(=)(=))((=))(( riffrfrf irriii   , Rr , ii f  = . Thus the 
homomorphism i  in the above theorem is nothing but the natural homomorphism.  
Theorem 3.10 A ternary ring R  has a representation as a subdirect sum of a family of ternary rings 
}:{ IiRi   if and only if for each Ii , there exists in R  a two sided ideal iK  such that iKR/  is 
isomorphic to iR  and moreover (0)=iK .  
Proof. Suppose that R  has a representation as a subdirect sum of a family of ternary rings }:{ IiRi  . 
Then for each Ii  there exists a homomorphism ii RR  
onto
:  such that if Rr  0)(  then 
0)( ri , for at least one i. Let ii KerK = , Ii . Then for each Ii , iK  is a two sided ideal of R . 
Again by the “First Isomorphism Theorem" on ternary ring ii RKerR / , Ii  i.e ii RKR / , 
Ii . Let iii KerKrKr = , 0=)(rIi i , 0=rIi  . Thus (0)=iK . Conversely 
suppose that for each Ii , there exists a two sided ideal iK  in R  such that ii RKR /  and 
0=iK . Let ii KRR /:   be natural epimorphism for each Ii  and iii RKR /:  be the 
isomorphism, Ii . Let iii  = . Then for each Ii  there exists a homomorphism i  from 
R  onto iR . Now suppose that Rr  0)( . Then iiiIi
KerKrKr ==(0) 
 , for at least one i .
0)(0))((0)(  rrr iiii   , for at least one i(since i  is an isomorphism). Then R  has 
a representation as a subdirect sum of a family of ternary rings }:{ IiRi  .  
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Definition 3.11 A ternary ring R  is said to subdirectly irreducible if for every representation T  of R  
as a subdirect sum of a family of ternary rings }:{ IiRi  , there exists an Ii  such that the 
homomorphism i  from R  onto iR  is an isomorphism where  ii = , i  is the projection map 
and   is the isomorphism from R  onto T . 
    Trivial ternary rings i.e the ternary rings consisting of zero element only are assumed to be 
subdirectly irreducible.  
Theorem 3.12 A nonzero ternary ring R  is subdirectly irreducible if and only if the intersection of all 
nonzero ideals of R  is a nonzero ideal.  
Proof. Suppose that the nonzero ternary ring R  is subdirectly irreducible. Let }:{ IiKi   be the 
family of all nonzero ideals of R . If possible, let (0)=iIi
K . Let ii KRR /= . Then }:{ IiRi   is a 
family of ternary rings. Now for each Ii , there exists a homomorphism i  from R  onto iR
(natural epimorphism). Now suppose that Rr  0)( . Then 0)(=(0) 

rKrKr iiiIi
  for 
at least one Ii . So R  has a representation T  as subdirect sum of family of ternary rings 
}:{ IiRi  . Since for any Ii , ii RR:  is not an isomorphism, it follows that R  is not subdirectly 
irreducible, a contradiction. So intersection of all nonzero ideals of R  is a nonzero ideal. Conversely 
suppose that intersection of all nonzero ideals of R  is a nonzero ideal. Let T  be a representation of 
R  as a subdirect sum of a family of ternary rings }:{ IiRi  . Then for each Ii  there exists an onto 
homomorphism ii RR:  such that for Rr  0)( , 0)( ri  for at least one i. Let K  be the 
intersection of all nonzero ideals of R , then (0)K . Let Kr  0)( . So there exists an onto 
homomorphism ii RR:  such that 0)( ri . So r  Ker i . But K  is the smallest nonzero 
ideal of R . So, this is possible only when Ker (0)=i , which implies that i  is a monomorphism. Also 
i  is an epimorphism. Thus i  is an isomorphism. Thus there exists an Ii  such that i  from 
R  onto iR  is an isomorphism. So R  is subdirectly irreducible.  
Corollary 3.13 (1) Every division ternary ring or ternary field is subdirectly irreducible.  
Proof. Let R  be a division ternary ring or a field. Then {0}  and R  are only ideals. Here R  is the 
only nonzero ideal. Hence the result.  
Corollary 3.14 Every simple ternary ring is subdirectly irreducible.  
Theorem 3.15 Every ternary ring R  is isomorphic to a subdirect sum of subdirectly irreducible ternary 
rings which are homomorphic images of R .  
Proof. Obviously we may restrict ourselves to the case in which R  has nonzero elements. Let 
Ra  0)( . Let II :{=  is an ideal of R  such that }Ia . Since (0) ,  . Now applying 
Zorns lemma, we can find a maximal element aM  in  . Then aM  is an ideal of R , maximal with 
respect to the properly that aMa . i.e if N  is an ideal of R  such that NM a  then Na . Let 
aa MRR /= . Then }0)(:{ RaRa   is a family of ternary rings. Let aMN/  be a nonzero ideal of aMR/
. Then NM a . This implies that Na . Now aa MMa  0  and aa MNMa / . This is true for 
all nonzero ideals aMN/  of aMR/ . Thus the intersection of all nonzero ideals of aMR/  is nonzero. 
Consequently aa MRR /=  is subdirectly irreducible. Now we consider the family of subdirectly 
irreducible ternary rings }0)(:{ RaRa   where aa MRR /= . Now for each {0}\Ra , there exists 
an ideal aM  in R  such that aa RMR / [actually aa RMR =/ ]. If possible let aRa
Mb  {0}\0)(  . 
Then bMb , a contradiction. So (0)={0}\ aRa
M  . Consequently R  has a representation T  as 
subdirect sum of the family of subdirectly irreducible ternary rings {0}}\:{ RaRa  . Thus R  is 
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isomorphic to the subdirect sum of the family of subdirectly irreducible ternary rings {0}}\:{ RaRa  , 
which are homomorphic images of R .  
Theorem 3.16 A subdirectly irreducible commutative ternary ring with a unital element f  and with 
more than one element and with no nonzero nilpotent elements is a ternary field.  
Proof. Let R  be a subdirectly irreducible commutative ternary ring with a unital element f  and 
with more than one element and with no nonzero nilpotent element. Let e  be an idempotent element 




 == 1= , where niRrsr ii 1,2......=,,,  . Now xeex = [as e  is an idempotent element]. 
Again 0=== eereereeeereereex  . So (0)=AeRR . Since R  is subdirectly irreducible either 
(0)=eRR  or (0)=A . If (0)=eRR , then (0)== eRReeee  ; so 0=e . If (0)=A  then eerr =  for 
all Rr . So e  is a unital element of R . Let  0)(z  intersection of all non-zero ideals of R . 
Consider the ideal Rz2 . Then (0)2 Rz , for R  contains no non-zero nilpotent elements. Now 
Rzz 2 . So tzz 2=  for some Rt . Then ztztfttfzztf == 2 [as R  is commutative]
3332 =.= ftzttfzzt [as R  is commutative] 3)(= ztf . So, ztf  is an idempotent of R . So 0=ztf  or 
ztf  is a unital element of R . If 0=ztf , then 0=)(== 2 fztfztffzz , which is a contradiction. So ztf  
is a unital element of R . Let (0))(I  be an ideal of R . Then IztfztfxxIztfIz  ))((= , 
Rx . So RI = . Thus R  is a commutative ternary ring with a unital element and (0) and R  are 
the only ideals of R . So R  is a ternary field.   
4  Subdirectly Irreducible Boolean Ternary Rings 
Definition 4.1 A ternary ring in which every element is idempotent is called a Boolean ternary ring.  
Theorem 4.2 A commutative Boolean ternary ring R  is subdirectly irreducible if and only if 3TR 
.[defined in corollary 2.14]  
Proof. Suppose that the commutative Boolean ternary ring R  is subdirectly irreducible. Let Re . 




 == 1= , where niRrsr ii 1,2,...=,,,  . Now, xeex = [as e  is an idempotent element]. 
Again, xeereereeeereereex =0===  . So 0== eexx . Thus (0)=AeRR . Since R  is 
subdirectly irreducible (0)=eRR  or (0)=A . If (0)=eRR  then (0)== 3 eRRee   i.e 0=e . If 
(0)=A  then eerr =  for all Rr . So e  is a unital element of R . Thus every non zero element of 
R  is a unital element of R . Let Rfe  0)(0),( . Then Rfe  . So 0=fe  or fe   is a 
unital element of R . If 0=fe  then fe = . Let 0 fe . Then fe   is a unital element of R . 
So eefefe =))((  . This implies that effefeeefee =3   i.e eeffe =  or ef =2 . 
Similarly we get fe =2 ., Thus ffee  2=2  i.e fe = . Thus 3TR  . Conversely suppose that 
3TR  . Since 3T  is a ternary field, so 3T  and hence R  is subdirectly irreducible.  
Theorem 4.3 A ternary ring R  is isomorphic to a subdirect sum of ternary fields }:{ IiRi   where 
3TRi   Ii  if and only if R  is a commutative Boolean ternary ring.  
Proof. Let R  be a commutative Boolean ternary ring. Then R  is isomorphic to a subdirect sum of 
subdirectly irreducible ternary ring }:{ IiRi   which are homomorphic images of R . Since R  is 
commutative Boolean, each homomorphic image iR  of R  is also commutative Boolean. Also, each 
iR  is subdirectly irreducible. So, each 3TRi  . Then each iR  is a ternary field. Thus the commutative 
Boolean ternary ring R  is isomorphic to a subdirect sum of ternary fields }:{ IiRi  , where 3TRi  , 
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Ii . Conversely suppose that R  is isomorphic to subdirect sum, say T  of ternary fields 
}:{ IiRi  , where 3TRi  , for each Ii . Let Tf   then iRif )( , for Ii . Since 3TRi  . 
)(=))(( 3 ifif  i.e )(=)().().( ifififif  i.e )(=)(3 ifif , for all Ii . So ff =3 . Thus each element of 
T  is idempotent. Again 3)( TRif i  . Hence, each element of R  is also idempotent(as RT ). Again 
since each 3TRi  , each iR  is commutative. So the complete direct sum and hence the subdirect sum 
T  of ternary fields }:{ IiRi   is commutative. Thus R  is commutative. So R  is a commutative 
Boolean ternary ring.   
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